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Introduction
Over the past 20+ years, rapid economic and financial
development across emerging markets (EM) has attracted
significant foreign investment. Most investors that we meet
have dedicated allocations to long-only EM equity and local
debt strategies, usually to capture the generally higher country
risk premium and yields as well as the positive secular growth
dynamic. While those investments will usually include exposure
to EM currencies, we believe that a pure EM currency exposure
can capture much of the risk premium and yield advantage, as
well as appreciation due to growth. However, the advantages
of a pure currency investment typically include lower transition
and administrative costs as well as improved liquidity and lower
stock-specific risk.
The State Street Global Advisors Emerging Markets MultiFactor Fundamental Currency Strategy (the Strategy) is
a systematic long-only EM currency strategy funded by a
basket of US Dollar, euro, Japanese Yen, and British Pound
(the G4 currencies).
The Strategy seeks to avoid some of the potential pitfalls
of investing in EM markets — in particular merely chasing
markets which currently offer the highest yield and growth:
yields may be high because political or credit risks are high
and growth may be high due to temporary factors such as
fiscal stimulus or excessive credit growth to finance current
consumption rather than productive investment. Therefore,
the strategy seeks to tilt toward the currencies of countries
State Street Global Advisors believes will experience long-term
quality sustainable growth which will justify higher yield and
persistent appreciation.
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Focus on Quality Growth

Portfolio Construction and Implementation

While the strategy looks at the realized level and trajectory
of productivity and expected GDP growth, it seeks to focus
on the underlying determinants of those factors. First and
foremost, investment drives productivity and technological
progress. Here we consider factors such as the level of fixed
investment but also include foreign direct investment as it
tends to imbed a higher level of technical knowledge and better
business processes. High levels of investment are fantastic,
but often fail to result in meaningful productivity gains due to
poor governance or outright corruption. To capture this, we
rank countries on a variety of ESG factors such as government
effectiveness and corruption. Next, we consider exports
which are an important source of investment financing and
outright growth. Demographics are also an important driver,
including overall population growth and the age distribution of
the population. Finally, because the currency of a country with
strong and improving potential growth is still not very attractive
when it is wildly overvalued, we add an adjustment for value
relative to our estimates of the long run purchasing power
parity equilibrium exchange rate.

A transparent mean-variance optimization process balances
the factor scores with expected risk, diversification guidelines,
and overall investment objectives of the Strategy to determine
its final portfolio. The management of transaction costs is an
important component of the implementation approach and is a
key focus of the specialist Currency team. The Currency team
believes that its optimization methodology, trading process,
and the collective experience of its members in transacting
in foreign currency across both the emerging and developed
markets universe constitute a key comparative advantage.
The Strategy is available as an unfunded currency overlay
requiring only a small cash balance required to fund collateral
on non-deliverable forward contracts or on a fully funded basis.
As an unfunded overlay, the Strategy is fully portable onto any
asset base — for example, the Strategy could be combined
with an emerging or developed markets debt or equity
strategy without having to divest from the underlying assets.
Current investors in the Strategy have chosen to implement
it on a fully funded basis in US Dollars with 3 times leverage.
Thus, for every $1 invested the fund holds $1 in USD cash and
equivalents plus a portfolio which targets a long $3 emerging
markets position against a $3 short position across the G4
resulting in an expected annual risk of approximately 12%. The
leverage of 3 times increases capital efficiency by reducing the
amount of cash investors have to dedicate to the strategy to
achieve the 12% risk target.
The above targets are estimates based on certain assumptions and analysis
made by State Street Global Advisors. There is no guarantee that the estimates
will be achieved.
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Performance
The EM Multi-Factor Fundamental Currency Strategy can
offer superior returns at lower risk than the J.P. Morgan GBI
EM local debt index as well as an equally weighted basket of
EM currencies. The outperformance and risk reduction relative
to the equally weighted EM portfolio highlights the power of
focusing on the long run quality growth factor. Performance
is shown as the excess return over cash, in this case US
3 month T-bills; therefore, it is applicable to investors from
any base currency.
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Source: State Street Global Advisors/Bloomberg.
Backtested performance is not indicative of the past or future performance
of any State Street Global Advisors offering. The portion of results from
December 31, 2001 to December 31, 2020, represents a back-test of the EM MultiFactor fundamental model, which means that those results were achieved by
means of the retroactive application of the model which was developed with
the benefit of hindsight. All data shown above does not represent the results of
actual trading, and in fact, actual results could differ substantially, and there is the
potential for loss as well as profit. The performance does reflect management
fees, transaction costs, and other fees and expenses a client would have to pay,
which reduce returns. Please reference the Backtested Methodology Disclosure
for a description of the methodology used as well as an important discussion of
the inherent limitations of backtested results.
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Emerging Markets Multi-Factor Currency
Strategy Backtest Methodology
The information provided does not constitute
investment advice and it should not be relied
on as such. It should not be considered a
solicitation to buy or an offer to sell a security.
It does not take into account any investor's
particular investment objectives, strategies,
tax status or investment horizon. You should
consult your tax and financial advisor. All
material has been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable. There is no
representation or warranty as to the accuracy of
the information and State Street shall have no
liability for decisions based on such information.
The information contained in this
communication is not a research
recommendation or ‘investment
research’ and is classified as a ‘Marketing
Communication’ in accordance with the
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive
(2014/65/EU). This means that this
marketing communication (a) has not
been prepared in accordance with legal
requirements designed to promote the
independence of investment research
(b) is not subject to any prohibition on
dealing ahead of the dissemination of
investment research.
This communication is directed at professional
clients this includes eligible counterparties as
defined by the Appropriate EU Regulator or
applicable Swiss Regulator who are deemed
both knowledgeable and experienced in
matters relating to investments. The products
and services to which this communication
relates are only available to such persons
and persons of any other description
(including retail clients) should not rely on
this communication.
The model portfolio performance shown was
created by SSGA Currency Group. The
hypothetical performance shown is based upon
the performance of SSGA’s EM Currency Multi
Factor Fundamental Strategy. That strategy
consists of a long only EM portfolio funded with
a short portfolio comprised of EUR, USD, JPY,
and GBP and levered 3 times. Leverage of 3
times means that the total EM target currency
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exposure is 3 times the amount invested in the
strategy. The backtest assumes that the
strategy invests exclusively in a long/short
basket of forward foreign exchange contracts
around an assumed fixed benchmark of 0%.
These results are net of management fees in the
form of an assumed 39 basis point annual fee
and transaction costs in the form of an
assumed bid/ask spread of 4 basis points on
developed markets currencies and 14 basis
points on emerging markets currencies, but net
of an assumed transaction cost in the form of a
bid/ask spread of 14 bps. The back-tested
performance shown is not indicative of actual
future performance, which could differ
substantially. The model portfolio performance
does not reflect actual trading and does not
reflect the impact that material economic and
market factors may have had on SSGA’s
decision-making. The results shown were
achieved by means of a mathematical formula.
The model performance shown is not indicative
of actual future performance, which could
differ substantially.
The results shown do not represent the
results of actual trading using client assets
but were achieved by means of the
retroactive application of an investment
process that was designed with the benefit
of hindsight, otherwise known as backtesting. Thus, the performance results noted
above should not be considered indicative of
the skill of the advisor or its investment
professionals. The back-tested performance
was compiled after the end of the period
depicted and does not represent the actual
investment decisions of the advisor. These
results do not reflect the effect of material
economic and market factors on decision
making. In addition, back-tested performance
results do not involve financial risk, and no
hypothetical trading record can completely
account for the impact of financial risks
associated with actual investing.
No representation is being made that any client
will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar
to those shown. In fact, there are frequently
significant differences between back-tested
performance results subsequently achieved by
following a particular strategy.
A complete list of the firm’s composites and
their descriptions is available upon request.

Important Disclosures
Investing involves risk including the risk of loss
of principal.
Investments in issuers in different countries
are often denominated in different currencies.
Changes in the values of those currencies
relative to the Portfolio’s base currency may
have a positive or negative effect on the values
of the Portfolio’s investments denominated in
those currencies. The Portfolio may, but will
not necessarily, invest in currency exchange
contracts or other currency-related
transactions (including derivatives
transactions) to reduce exposure to different
currencies. These contracts may reduce, take
or eliminate some or all of the benefit that the
Portfolio may experience from favorable
currency fluctuations.
Diversification does not ensure a profit or
guarantee against loss.
Currency Hedging involves taking offsetting
positions intended to substantially offset
currency losses on the hedged instrument. If
the hedging position behaves differently than
expected, the volatility of the strategy as a
whole may increase and even exceed the
volatility of the asset being hedged. There can
be no assurance that the Fund’s hedging
strategies will be effective.
SSGA uses quantitative models in an effort to
enhance returns and manage risk. While SSGA
expects these models to perform as expected,
deviation between the forecasts and the actual
events can result in either no advantage or in
results opposite to those desired by SSGA. In
particular, these models may draw from unique
historical data that may not predict future
trades or market performance adequately.
There can be no assurance that the models will

behave as expected in all market conditions. In
addition, computer programming used to create
quantitative models, or the data on which such
models operate, might contain one or more
errors. Such errors might never be detected, or
might be detected only after the Portfolio has
sustained a loss (or reduced performance)
related to such errors. Availability of third-party
models could be reduced or eliminated in
the future.
In the context of hedging equity investments
against currency risk, these materials use the
term “100% Hedging” to refer to portion of the
nominal amount that is hedged at the beginning
of a hedging period. After hedging 100% of the
beginning nominal amount, the nominal amount
may vary with time due to market forces, and
the hedge will not be reset until the beginning
of the next hedging period. In the interim, the
hedge may vary from the 100% level. As such,
a “100% Hedge” does not guarantee
perfect hedging.
Currency Risk is a form of risk that arises from
the change in price of one currency against
another. Whenever investors or companies have
assets or business operations across national
borders, they face currency risk if their positions
are not hedged. Investing in forwards is highly
risky. Forward contracts are not standardized,
nor are they traded on an index. Rather, they
are negotiated privately between the
counterparties and are not settled by a
centralized clearing-house. Additionally,
Forward contracts might not be marked-tomarket and may subject a party to significant
counterparty risk. Forward positions are
considered highly leveraged because the initial
margins are significantly smaller than the cash
value of the contracts. The smaller the value of
the margin in comparison to the cash value of

the forward contract, the higher the leverage.
There are a number of risks associated with
forward investing including but not limited to
counterparty credit risk, basis risk, currency
risk, derivatives risk, foreign issuer exposure
risk, sector concentration risk, leveraging and
liquidity risks.
Derivative investments may involve risks such
as potential illiquidity of the markets and
additional risk of loss of principal.
These investments may have difficulty in
liquidating an investment position without
taking a significant discount from current
market value, which can be a significant
problem with certain lightly traded securities.
Bonds generally present less short-term risk
and volatility than stocks, but contain interest
rate risk (as interest rates raise, bond prices
usually fall); issuer default risk; issuer credit risk;
liquidity risk; and inflation risk. These effects are
usually pronounced for longer-term securities.
Any fixed income security sold or redeemed
prior to maturity may be subject to a substantial
gain or loss.
A Factor strategy does not seek to replicate the
performance of a specified cap-weighted index
and as such may underperform such an index.
The factors to which a Factor strategy seeks to
deliver exposure may themselves undergo
cyclical performance. As such, a Factor strategy
may underperform the market or other Smart
Beta strategies exposed to similar or other
targeted factors. In fact, we believe that factor
premia accrue over the long-term (5–10 years),
and investors must keep that long time horizon
in mind when investing. While diversification
does not ensure a profit or guarantee against
loss, investors in Smart Beta may diversify
across a mix of factors to address cyclical
changes in factor performance. However,
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factors may have high or increasing correlation
to each other.
While diversification does not ensure a profit or
guarantee against loss, investors in Smart Beta
may diversify across a mix of factors to address
cyclical changes in factor performance.
However, factors may have high or increasing
correlation to each other.
The whole or any part of this work may not be
reproduced, copied or transmitted or any of its
contents disclosed to third parties without
SSGA’s express written consent.
The views expressed in this material are the
views of Aaron Hurd, SSGA Currency Group
through the period ended May 31, 2019, and are
subject to change based on market and other
conditions. This document contains certain
statements that may be deemed forwardlooking statements. Please note that any
such statements are not guarantees of any
future performance and actual results or
developments may differ materially from
those projected.
This document provides summary
information regarding the Strategy. This
document should be read in conjunction
with the Strategy's Disclosure Document,
which is available from SSGA. The Strategy
Disclosure Document contains important
information about the Strategy, including a
description of a number of risks.
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